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Abstract

While Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) have been shown to be effective models for planning under uncertainty, the objective to minimize the expected cumulative cost is inappropriate for high-stake planning problems. As such, Yu, Lin, and Yan (1998) introduced the Risk-Sensitive MDP (RS-MDP) model, where the objective is to find a policy that maximizes the probability that the cumulative cost is below some user-defined cost threshold. In this paper, we revisit this problem and introduce new algorithms that are based on classical techniques, such as depth-first search and dynamic programming, and a recently introduced technique called Topological Value Iteration (TVI). We demonstrate the applicability of our approach on randomly generated MDPs as well as domains from the ICAPS 2011 International Probabilistic Planning Competition (IPPC).

Introduction

Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) have been shown to be effective models for planning under uncertainty. Typically, MDP solvers find policies that minimize the expected cumulative cost (or equivalently, maximize the expected cumulative reward). While such a policy is good in the expected case, there is a small chance that it might result in an exorbitantly high cost. Therefore, it is not suitable in high-stake planning problems where exorbitantly high costs must be avoided. For example, imagine a time-sensitive logistics problem, where a delivery truck needs to plan its route, whose travel times are stochastic, in order to reach its destination before a strict deadline (Ermon et al. 2012). Aside from this logistics example, other high-stake planning situations include environmental crisis situations (Cohen et al. 1989; Blythe 1999), business decision situations (Murthy et al. 1999; Goodwin, Akkiraju, and Wu 2002), planning situations in space (Pell et al. 1999; Zilberstein et al. 2002), and sustainable planning situations (Ermon et al. 2011).

With this motivation in mind, Yu, Lin, and Yan (1998) introduced the Risk-Sensitive MDP (RS-MDP) model, where the objective is to find a policy \( \pi \) that maximizes the probability \( Pr(c^T(\pi)(s_0) \leq \theta_0) \), where \( c^T(\pi)(s_0) \) is the cumulative cost or travel time of the policy and \( \theta_0 \) is the cost threshold or deadline. They also introduced a Value Iteration (VI) like algorithm to solve the problem. Unfortunately, their algorithm, like VI, cannot scale to large problems as it needs to perform Bellman updates for all states in each iteration. As such, in this paper, we revisit RS-MDPs and develop new RS-MDP algorithms that are faster than VI. Specifically, we introduce algorithms that are based on classical techniques, such as depth-first search and dynamic programming, and a recently introduced technique called Topological Value Iteration (Dai et al. 2011). We demonstrate the applicability of our approach on randomly generated MDPs as well as domains from the ICAPS 2011 International Probabilistic Planning Competition (IPPC).

MDP Model

A Goal-Directed MDP (GD-MDP) is represented as a tuple \( P = (S, s_0, A, T, C, G) \). It consists of a set of states \( S \); a start state \( s_0 \in S \); a set of actions \( A \); a transition function \( T : S \times A \times S \rightarrow [0, 1] \) that gives the probability \( T(s, a, s') \) of transitioning from state \( s \) to \( s' \) when action \( a \) is executed; a cost function \( C : S \times A \times S \rightarrow [0, \infty) \) that gives the cost \( C(s, a, s') \) of executing action \( a \) in state \( s \) and arriving in state \( s' \); and a set of goal states \( G \subseteq S \), which are terminal, that is, \( T(s_g, a, s_g) = 1 \) and \( C(s_g, a, s_g) = 0 \) for all goal states \( s_g \in G \) and actions \( a \in A \). In this paper, we will focus on GD-MDPs and will thus use the term MDPs to refer to GD-MDPs. Notice that our definition of GD-MDPs allows problems that do not lie in the Stochastic Shortest-Path MDP (SSP-MDP) class (Bertsekas 2000) because our definition does not require the existence of a proper policy. A proper policy is a policy with which an agent can reach a goal state from any state with probability 1.

Strongly Connected Components (SCCs)

The state space of an MDP can be visualized as a directed hyper-graph called a connectivity graph. Figure 1(a) shows the connectivity graph of our example MDP, where
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1With a slight modification, our algorithms can also be applied on GD-MDPs with negative cost as long as the cost function does not form negative cycles in the connectivity graph.
correspond to states (denoted by circles) and hyper-edges correspond to actions (denoted by squares) and transitions (denoted by arrows). We will use this example as our running example throughout this paper. The subgraph rooted at a start state is called a transition graph.

It is possible to partition the connectivity or transition graphs into Strongly Connected Components (SCCs) in such a way that they form a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) (Tarjan 1972; Bonet and Geffner 2003; Dai et al. 2011). More formally, an SCC of a directed graph \( G = (V, E) \) is a maximal set of vertices \( Y \subseteq V \) such that every pair of vertices \( u \) and \( v \) in \( Y \) are reachable from each other. Since the SCCs form a DAG, it is impossible to transition from a state in a downstream SCC to a state in an upstream SCC. Each SCC is denoted by a rounded rectangle in Figure 1. We call this DAG an SCC transition tree.

### MDP Algorithms

An MDP policy \( \pi : S \rightarrow A \) is a mapping from states to actions. A common objective is to find a policy \( \pi \) with the minimum expected cost \( C^\pi(s_0) \), where

\[
C^\pi(s) = \sum_{s' \in S} T(s, \pi(s), s') \left[ C(s, \pi(s), s') + C^\pi(s') \right]
\]

for all states \( s \in S \).

### Value Iteration (VI)

Value Iteration (VI) (Bellman 1957) is one of the fundamental approaches to find an optimal expected cost policy. It uses a function \( C \) to represent expected costs. The expected cost of the policy is the expected cost \( C(s_0) \) for start state \( s_0 \), which is calculated using the Bellman equation:

\[
C(s) = \min_{a \in A} \sum_{s' \in S} T(s, a, s') \left[ C(s, a, \hat{s}) + C(\hat{s}) \right]
\]

The action chosen for the policy for each state \( s \) is then the one that minimizes \( C(s) \). A single update using this equation is called a Bellman update. In each iteration, VI performs a Bellman update on each state. The difference between the expected cost of a state in two consecutive iterations is called the residual of that state and the largest residual is called the residual error. The algorithm terminates when the values converge, that is, the residual error is less than a user-defined threshold \( \epsilon \). Lastly, VI can be optimized by only considering the set of states reachable from the start state.

### Topological VI (TVI)

VI suffers from a limitation that it updates each state in every iteration even if the expected cost of states that it can transition to remain unchanged. Topological VI (TVI) (Dai et al. 2011) addresses this limitation by repeatedly updating the states in only one SCC until their values converge before updating the states in another SCC. Since the SCCs form a DAG, states in an SCC only affect the states in upstream SCCs. Thus, by choosing the SCCs in reverse topological sort order, it no longer needs to consider SCCs whose states have converged in a previous iteration. Figure 1(a) shows the indices of the SCCs in reverse topological sort order on the upper left corner of the rounded rectangles. Like VI, TVI can also be optimized by only considering the set of states reachable from the start state.
Risk-Sensitive MDP Model

A Risk-Sensitive MDP (RS-MDP) is defined by the tuple \( \langle \mathbf{P}, \Theta, \theta_0 \rangle \), where \( \mathbf{P} \) is an MDP, \( \Theta \) is a set of possible cost thresholds, and \( \theta_0 \in \Theta \) is the user-defined cost threshold. The objective is to find a policy \( \pi \) that maximizes the probability that the cumulative cost \( c^T(\pi)(s_0) \) is no greater than the cost threshold \( \theta_0 \) (Yu, Lin, and Yan 1998):

\[
\arg\max_{\pi} P_r(c^T(\pi)(s_0) \leq \theta_0)
\]  

(3)

The cumulative cost \( c^T(\pi)(s_0) \) of a trajectory \( T(\pi) = (s_0, s_1 = \pi(s_0), s_2 = \pi(s_1), \ldots) \), formed by executing an MDP policy \( \pi \), is defined as follows:

\[
c^T(\pi)(s_0) = c^T(\pi)(s_0, \infty)
\]  

(4)

\[
c^T(\pi)(s_0, H) = \sum_{t=0}^{H} C(s_t, s_{t+1})
\]  

(5)

where \( s_t \) is the state in the \( t \)-th time step.

The optimal policy for an MDP often does not depend on the time step or the accumulated cost thus far. In contrast, an optimal policy for an RS-MDP does depend on the accumulated cost thus far. For example, one can take riskier actions when the accumulated cost is small, but should avoid them when the accumulated cost is close to the threshold. Therefore, instead of a mapping of states to actions, an RS-MDP policy \( \pi : S \times \Theta \rightarrow A \) is a mapping of augmented states \( (s, \theta) \rightarrow a \) to actions \( a \in A \). The threshold \( \theta = \theta_0 - c^T(\pi)(s_0, t) \) is the amount of unused cost, where \( c^T(\pi)(s_0, t) \) is the accumulated cost thus far up to the current time step \( t \). In this paper, we focus on finding deterministic policies, that is, policies that always return the same action for an augmented state. We show in the theoretical results section that deterministic policies are optimal.

We use the notation \( P^\pi(s, \theta) \) to denote the reachable probability, that is, the probability \( P_r(c^T(\pi)(s) \leq \theta) \) that the accumulated cost of starting from state \( s \) is no larger than a cost threshold \( \theta \) with policy \( \pi \). Thus, in solving an RS-MDP, the goal is to find a policy \( \pi^* \) such that:

\[
\pi^* = \arg\max_{\pi} P^\pi(s_0, \theta_0)
\]  

(6)

We refer to the maximum probability value corresponding to \( \pi^* \) as \( P(s_0, \theta_0) \).

Solution Approach

Similar to the Bellman equation to back up value functions in regular MDPs (Bellman 1957), one can characterize the relationship between the different augmented states of an RS-MDP with the following system of equations:

\[
P(s, \theta) = \max_{a \in A} \sum_{s' \in S} P(s, a, s', \theta)
\]  

(7)

\[
P(s, a, s', \theta) =
\begin{cases}
0 & \text{if } \theta < C(s, a, \hat{s}) \\
T(s, a, \hat{s}) & \text{if } \hat{s} \in G, \theta \geq C(s, a, \hat{s}) \\
T(s, a, \hat{s}) \cdot P(\hat{s}, \theta - C(s, a, \hat{s})) & \text{if } \hat{s} \notin G, \theta \geq C(s, a, \hat{s})
\end{cases}
\]

Algorithm 1: TVI-DFS(\( \theta_0 \))

1. \( Y = \text{FIND-SCCs}(s_0, \theta_0) \)
2. for SCCs \( y_i \in Y \) with indices \( i = 1 \) to \( n \)
3. \( \text{UPDATE-SCC}(y_i) \)

where \( P(s, a, \hat{s}, \theta) \) is the reachable probability from augmented state \( (s, \theta) \) assuming that one takes action \( a \) from state \( s \) and transitions to successor state \( \hat{s} \).

For each state-action-successor-threshold tuple \( (s, a, \theta, \hat{s}) \), there are the following three cases:

- If the cost threshold \( \theta \) is smaller than the action cost \( C(s, a, \hat{s}) \), then the successor can only be reached by exceeding the cost threshold. Thus, the reachable probability is 0.
- If the successor is a goal state and the cost threshold is larger than or equal to the action cost \( C(s, a, \hat{s}) \), then the successor can be reached without exceeding the cost threshold. Thus, the reachable probability is the transition probability \( T(s, a, \hat{s}) \).
- If the successor is not a goal state and the cost threshold is larger than or equal to the action cost \( C(s, a, \hat{s}) \), then the successor can be reached without exceeding the cost threshold. Thus, the reachable probability can be recursively determined as the transition probability \( T(s, a, \hat{s}) \) multiplied by the reachable probability of a new augmented state \( P(\hat{s}, \theta - C(s, a, \hat{s})) \).

One can extract the optimal policy by taking the action that is returned by the maximization operator in Equation 7 for each augmented state \( (s, \theta) \).

Augmented MDP

One can transform the MDP connectivity graph, where nodes correspond to states and hyper-edges correspond to actions and transitions, to an augmented MDP connectivity graph, where nodes now correspond to augmented states. This augmented MDP is a MAXPROB MDP (Kolobov et al. 2011), where the reward function is 1 for transitions that transition into a goal state and 0 otherwise. For our example MDP, Figure 1(b) shows the connectivity graph of the corresponding augmented MDP with \( s_0 \) as the start state, \( s_4 \) as the goal state, and an initial cost threshold \( \theta_0 = 6 \). Note that states that are in the same SCC in an MDP might not be in the same SCC in an augmented MDP. For example, states \( s_0, s_1, \) and \( s_2 \) are in the same SCC, but augmented states \( (s_0, 0), (s_1, 4) \), and \( (s_2, 4) \) are not all in the same SCC.

TVI-DFS

We now introduce TVI-DFS—an algorithm based on TVI and Depth-First Search (DFS). At a high level, TVI-DFS is identical to TVI, except that it operates on an augmented MDP instead of a regular MDP and it uses Equation 7 to update the probabilities of each augmented state instead of using the Bellman equation to update the value of each state.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the algorithm. TVI-DFS first partitions the augmented MDP state space into SCCs with Tarjan’s algorithm (Tarjan 1972), which traverses the connectivity graph in a depth-first manner and marks the
SCC membership of each state (line 1). Tarjan’s algorithm returns an SCC transition tree $Y$, where the SCC indices are in reverse topological sort order. It performs a depth-first search, but instead of calling a recursive function in depth-first order, the algorithm updates the augmented states in the SCCs in reverse topological sort order (lines 2-3). This process is similar to popping elements of a stack that are pushed in depth-first order. For each SCC, the algorithm performs a VI-like update using Equation 7 until the residual of all augmented states, defined as the difference in the probability between subsequent iterations, are within $\epsilon$ (lines 6-13).

Figure 2(a) shows the resulting augmented MDP when one runs the TVI-DFS algorithm on our example MDP with $s_0$ as the start state, $s_4$ as the goal state, and an initial cost threshold $\theta_0 = 0$. Each circle represents an SCC, and each arrow represents a possible transition after taking the sole action from that augmented state. For example, after taking an action in augmented state $(s_1, 4)$, one can transition to augmented states $(s_2, 4)$ or $(s_0, 2)$. Nodes without arrows represent unreachable augmented states and are thus not included in the SCC transition tree. The indices of the SCCs in reverse topological sort order are shown on the upper left corner of the rectangles. This augmented MDP is the same as the one shown in Figure 1(b) except that augmented states with thresholds $\theta < 0$ are omitted. Table 1(a) shows the probability $P(s, \theta)$ of each reachable augmented state $(s, \theta)$.

One can slightly optimize this algorithm by integrating Tarjan’s algorithm to find SCCs (line 1) with the procedure to update augmented states in the SCCs (line 3). Specifically,

- When Tarjan’s algorithm finds a leaf SCC,\(^3\) then TVI-DFS can pause Tarjan’s algorithm, update the augmented states in that SCC, and then resume Tarjan’s algorithm. For example, when Tarjan’s algorithm finds SCC 1 (which contains $(s_3, 0)$) in Figure 2(a), TVI-DFS calls UPDATE-SCC on that SCC before backtracking to SCC 2 (which contains $(s_1, 0)$ and $(s_2, 0)$).

- When Tarjan’s algorithm backtracks to an SCC, all augmented states in downstream SCCs would have been updated. Thus, TVI-DFS can also update the augmented states in the SCC that it just backtracked to. For example, when Tarjan’s algorithm backtracks to SCC 2, TVI-DFS calls UPDATE-SCC on that SCC since the augmented state in SCC 1 has already been updated.

This optimized version requires less memory as it does not need to represent the SCCs explicitly. We implement this optimized version in the experiments but provided the simpler pseudocode for the sake of clarity.\(^3\)

---

\(^3\)A leaf SCC is an SCC without any downstream SCCs.
Additionally, one can optimize this algorithm further if the cost function $C : S \times A \times S \rightarrow (0, \infty)$ does not return zero costs. In such a situation, each SCC contains exactly one augmented state (see Theorem 1). Thus, there is no need to use Tarjan’s algorithm to find the SCCs and there is no need to check for convergence in each SCC.

**TVI-DP**

While TVI-DFS is efficient in that it only updates reachable augmented states and ignores the unreachable ones, the policy that it finds is correct only for the given user-defined threshold $\theta_0$. If the value of the threshold changes, then one has to recompute a new policy for the new threshold. In some risk-sensitive applications, the threshold might change during policy execution due to exogenous circumstances.

We thus introduce TVI-DP—an algorithm based on TVI and dynamic programming (DP) that finds optimal policies for all thresholds $\theta \in \Theta$ that are bounded from above: $0 \leq \theta \leq \theta_0$. The algorithm requires the costs and thresholds to have a finite precision, which results in a finite set of the thresholds $\Theta$. For example, if one limits the precision on the costs and thresholds to integers, as we do in this paper for the sake of clarity, then $|\Theta| = \theta_0 + 1$.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the algorithm. Like TVI-DFS, TVI-DP also partitions the augmented MDP state space into SCCs with Tarjan’s algorithm (line 31). However, unlike TVI-DFS, TVI-DP runs Tarjan’s algorithm on the transposed graph from all goal states $s_0 \in G$, where all the direction of the transition edges are reversed.

Once all the SCCs are found, TVI-DP updates the augmented states starting from the augmented states with thresholds $\theta = 0$ to the states with thresholds $\theta = \theta_0$ (line 32). For each group of augmented states with the same threshold, TVI-DP updates the states in the SCCs in reverse topological sort order (lines 33-34). For each augmented state $(s, \theta)$ that is not in an SCC, TVI-DP updates its probability value and action to that in the augmented state $(s, \theta - 1)$ (lines 35-37). An important property here is that all augmented states in an SCC must have the same threshold (see Theorem 1). Therefore, TVI-DP ensures that before updating any augmented state, it updates all augmented states with smaller thresholds first.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the resulting augmented MDP when one runs the TVI-DP algorithm on our example MDP with $s_0$ as the start state, $s_4$ as the goal state, and a maximum threshold $\theta_0 = 6$. The indices of the SCCs in reverse topological sort order are shown on the upper left corner of the rounded rectangles. Figure 2(b) shows the transitions of augmented states that are in SCCs. These transitions were computed by the UPDATE-SCC procedure. Figure 2(c) shows all the transitions including the transitions of augmented states that are not in SCCs. Table 1(b) shows the probability $P(s, \theta)$ of each reachable augmented state $(s, \theta)$.

Note that TVI-DP finds a larger number of reachable augmented states than TVI-DFS. The reason is that TVI-DP finds a policy for each possible combination of start state and starting threshold except for combinations of start states and starting thresholds with zero probability of reaching a goal with a cost within the threshold.

Similar to TVI-DFS, one can also optimize TVI-DP by integrating Tarjan’s algorithm to find SCCs (line 31) with the procedure to update the augmented states (lines 34, 36-37). However, since TVI-DP calls Tarjan’s algorithm on the transposed graph and starts from the goal states, its optimizations are slightly different than those in TVI-DFS. TVI-DP finds all the SCCs for a particular threshold $\theta$ by running Tarjan’s algorithm on the subgraph consisting only of augmented states with that threshold, updates all the augmented states in that subgraph, and proceeds to find the SCCs in the next threshold $\theta + 1$. For example, TVI-DP finds SCCs 2 and 3 in Figure 2(c), updates all the augmented states with $\theta = 1$, before proceeding to find SCCs in the layer $\theta = 2$.

Finally, similar to TVI-DFS, if the cost function does not return zero costs, then one can also optimize TVI-DP to not use Tarjan’s algorithm to find the SCCs and to not check for convergence in each SCC.

**TVI-Bidirectional**

Lastly, we also introduce an algorithm called TVI-Bidirectional that combines both TVI-DFS and TVI-DP. It searches top-down with TVI-DFS from a given start state.
and starting threshold \((s_0, \theta_0)\) and bottom-up from the goal states \(s_g \in G\) with TVI-DP. When the policies of the two algorithms intersect at the augmented states with thresholds \(\theta = \theta_0/2\), the policies can be combined into a single policy.

**Theoretical Results**

**Theorem 1** In an RS-MDP, all augmented states in an SCC have the same cost threshold.

**Proof Sketch:** We prove the theorem by showing that if two augmented states \((s, \theta)\) and \((\hat{s}, \hat{\theta})\) have different thresholds, then they must be in different SCCs. Assume that \((s, \theta)\) can transition to \((\hat{s}, \hat{\theta})\) via action \(a\). Thus, \(\hat{\theta} = \theta - C(s, a, \hat{s})\).

- If \(C(s, a, \hat{s}) > 0\), then \(\theta > \hat{\theta}\). Additionally, \((\hat{s}, \hat{\theta})\) cannot transition back to \((s, \theta)\) as the cost function \(C\) returns non-negative costs. As there are no transition cycles, the two augmented states cannot be in the same SCC.
- If \(C(s, a, \hat{s}) = 0\), then \(\theta = \hat{\theta}\). It is possible for \((\hat{s}, \hat{\theta})\) to transition back to \((s, \theta)\), in which case we have a cycle, and both augmented states are in the same SCC.

**Lemma 1** The Update-SCC procedure is correct and complete given that the reachable probabilities of augmented states in downstream SCCs are correct.

**Proof Sketch:** Update-SCC is similar to the Bellman update for SCCs in TVI. We use the mechanism employed to prove correctness and completeness of Bellman update in guaranteeing correctness and completeness for the updates in Equation 7 for all the augmented states.

**Theorem 2** TVI-DFS is correct and complete.

**Proof Sketch:** The reachable probability of an augmented state \((s, \theta)\) depends only on the reachable probability of its successors \((\hat{s}, \hat{\theta})\) (see Equation 7). Therefore, the reachable probability of augmented states in an SCC depend only on the reachable probability of augmented states in the same SCC and downstream SCCs. Since downstream SCCs are updated before upstream SCCs (the SCCs are updated in reverse topological sort order), the reachable probabilities are correct after the update (see Lemma 1). Thus, the algorithm is correct. The algorithm is also complete because each SCC is updated only once and each update is guaranteed to converge (see Lemma 1).

**Theorem 3** TVI-DP is correct and complete.

**Proof Sketch:** For augmented states that are in SCCs, their reachable probabilities are correct for the same reason as that in TVI-DFS. For each augmented state \((s, \theta)\) that is not in an SCC, its path to an augmented goal state \((s_g, \theta_g)\) is the same path as that from \((s, \theta - 1)\) to \((s_g, \theta_g - 1)\), except that the threshold of each augmented state is added by 1. The reachable probability for each augmented state \((s', \theta')\) in that path is thus the same as that for \((s', \theta' - 1)\). Thus, copying the probabilities and policies (lines 36 and 37) is correct. Consequently, the algorithm is correct. The algorithm is also complete because each SCC is updated only once (see Lemma 1) and each augmented state that is not in an SCC has its probability updated only once.

**Theorem 4** In an RS-MDP, optimal policies are stationary and deterministic in the augmented state space.

**Proof Sketch:** The augmented MDP is a MAXPROB MDP (Kolobov et al. 2011). In a MAXPROB MDP, an optimal policy is stationary and deterministic (Kolobov 2013). Thus, optimal policies for RS-MDPs are also stationary and deterministic.

**Theorem 5** Solving RS-MDPs optimally is P-hard in the original state space.

**Proof Sketch:** Similar to the proof in (Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis 1987), one can easily reduce a Circuit Value Problem to an RS-MDP.

Notice that solving RS-MDPs optimally is not P-complete because RS-MDPs are not in P in the original state space; solving them requires specifying an action for each augmented state in the set \(S \times \Theta\), which, in turn, could be exponential in the size of \(S\) if \(|\Theta| = 2^{|S|}\).

**Related Work**

While most of the MDP algorithms seek risk-neutral policies, that is, policies that minimize the expected cost or maximize the expected reward, there are several exceptions that seek risk-sensitive policies. As mentioned earlier, Yu, Lin, and Yan (1998) introduced RS-MDPs and introduced a VI-like algorithm to solve it.

McMillen and Veloso (2007) solved a specific type of RS-MDPs—finite-horizon RS-MDPs with zero-sum utility functions—inspired by robot soccer. They used a dynamic programming based algorithm that performs a one-sweep backup from the horizon to the starting time step to solve their problem.

Liu and Koenig (2005; 2006; 2008) generalized RS-MDPs by mapping the MDP rewards to risk-sensitive utility functions and sought to find policies that maximize the expected utility—an RS-MDP is a specific case, where the utility function is a step function. They introduced Functional Value Iteration (FVI), which finds optimal policies for any one-switch utility functions that are combinations of linear and exponential functions.

Ermon et al. (2012) extended their work by including a requirement that the returned policy needs to satisfy certain worst-case guarantees in addition to the expected utility maximization criterion. The worst-case guarantee is similar to those enforced by Constrained MDPs (Altman 1999; Dolgov and Durfee 2005), which enforces all constraints (e.g., the cumulative cost of a trajectory is no larger than a threshold) as hard constraints that cannot be violated. In contrast, RS-MDPs allow constraints to be violated but minimize the probability of that happening.

Kolobov et al. (2011) have also introduced an optimization criterion for MDPs, which is to maximize the probability of getting to a goal independent of cost. In order to solve for this criterion, they create a MAXPROB MDP that corresponds to the original MDP and solve that MAXPROB MDP. A MAXPROB MDP is thus equivalent to an RS-MDP where the objective is to find a policy \(\pi\) that maximizes \(Pr(c^T(s)(s_0) < \infty)\).
Defourny, Ernst, and Wehenkel (2008) introduced another criterion, where they seek to find a policy \( \pi \) that minimizes the expected cost and satisfies \( \Pr(c^T(\pi)(s_0) \leq \theta_0) \geq p \), where \( p \) is a user-defined minimum probability threshold. This problem is similar to Orienteering Problems (OPs), which are also known as prize-collecting traveling salesman problems. In OPs, cities have associated rewards, and the goal is to visit a subset of cities that maximizes the reward with the condition that the total traveling time is within a given maximum (Tsiligrides 1984). Stochastic OPs (SOPs) extend OPs by assuming that the traveling times are stochastic (Campbell, Gendreau, and Thomas 2011), and Dynamic SOPs extend SOPs by assuming that the stochastic traveling times are dynamic (time-dependent) (Lau et al. 2012; Varakantham and Kumar 2013).

**Experimental Results**

We evaluate the TVI-DFS, TVI-DP, and TVI-Bidirectional algorithms against VI (on the augmented MDP)\(^5\) and FVI. The VI algorithm is thus similar to that proposed by Yu, Lin, and Yan (1998). We run the algorithms on two sets of domains: (i) randomly generated MDPs, and (ii) ICAPS 2011 International Probabilistic Planning Competition (IPPC) domains. We conducted our experiments on a quad-core 3.40 GHz machine with 8GB of RAM.

**Randomly Generated MDPs:** We randomly generated MDPs with 10,000 states, 2 actions per state, and 2 successors per action. We randomly chose the costs from the range \([0, 100]\), varied the initial cost thresholds \( \theta_0 \) according to minimum expected cost \( C^*(s_0) \), and varied the number of goal states from 1 to 100.

Tables 2 and 3 show our results.\(^5\) We show the smallest runtime for each configuration in bold. We make the following observations:

\(^5\)We considered only the reachable augmented states in the augmented MDP.

- On problems with a single goal state, TVI-DP is faster than TVI-DFS. The reason is that the number of SCCs for both TVI-DFS and TVI-DP are about the same and the runtime overhead per SCC of TVI-DP is smaller than that of TVI-DFS. Both TVI-DFS and TVI-DP call Tarjan’s algorithm recursively (similar to a recursive DFS function) to find SCCs. For TVI-DP, the largest number of recursive calls in memory is the largest number of SCCs in any subgraph consisting only of augmented states with the same threshold. This number is typically small. In contrast, for TVI-DFS, the largest number of recursive calls in memory is the height of the entire SCC transition tree, which can be large. The runtime overhead grows with the number of recursive calls in memory. TVI-DP thus has a smaller runtime overhead than TVI-DFS.

- On problems with a large number of goal states, despite the larger runtime overhead per SCC, TVI-DFS is still faster than TVI-DP. The reason is that TVI-DFS generates significantly fewer SCCs, often by more than one order of magnitude, than TVI-DP in these problems. As TVI-DP constructs the SCC transition tree on the transposed graph from each goal state, its number of SCCs grows with the number of goal states. In contrast, TVI-DFS constructs the SCC transition tree from each start state and, thus, its number of SCCs is less dependent on the number of goal states.

- The runtime of TVI-Bidirectional is in between the runtimes of TVI-DFS and TVI-DP in all cases. This result is to be expected since the algorithm is sped up by the faster algorithm but slowed down by the slower algorithm.

- All three TVI-based algorithms are faster than VI. The reason is similar to why TVI is faster than VI on regular MDPs—VI needs to update all augmented states in each iteration while TVI only needs to update the augmented states in a single SCC in each iteration.

- All three TVI-based algorithms are also faster than FVI.
and could not fit in memory. Therefore, we created smaller instances that use the same domain logic and report the results of those instances.

Table 4 shows our results for three initial cost threshold $\theta_0$ values, as a function of the minimum expected cost $C^\pi(s_0)$. The trends in these results are similar to the trends in the randomly generated MDPs with large number of goal states. As these problems are finite-horizon problems, each augmented state is actually a state-timestep-threshold $(s, t, \theta)$ tuple, and each augmented state $(s, H)$ with the horizon $H$ as the time step is a goal state. Thus, the number of goal states is large.

Conclusions

While researchers have made significant progress on RS-MDPs, for example, by mapping MDP rewards to risk-sensitive utility functions and finding policies that maximize the expected utility (Liu and Koenig 2005; 2006; 2008), little progress have been made on solving the original RS-MDP (with hard deadlines) since (Yu, Lin, and Yan 1998).

In this paper, we revisit this problem and introduce new algorithms, TVI-DFS and TVI-DP, that combine TVI and traditional methods like depth-first search and dynamic programming, respectively. Our experimental results show that both TVI-DFS and TVI-DP are faster than VI and FVI. TVI-DP also has the added advantage that it finds policies for all combinations of start states and initial cost thresholds.

**ICAPS 2011 IPPC Domains:** We used the eight domains from the ICAPS 2011 International Probabilistic Planning Competition (IPPC) in our second set of experiments. For each domain, we report the results of the largest instance that fit in memory. The exceptions are as follows: (i) For the Navigation domain, all the instances were too small and could not sufficiently illustrate the difference in runtimes of the various algorithms. As such, we created a larger instance that uses the same domain logic and report the results of that instance. (ii) For the Game of Life, Reconnaissance, SysAdmin, and Traffic domains, all the instances were too large and could not fit in memory. Therefore, we created smaller instances that use the same domain logic and report the results of those instances.

The reason is that they are designed to solve RS-MDPs specifically and, thus, exploits utility-dependent properties in RS-MDPs. In contrast, FVI is designed to solve general one-switch utility functions.

- Finally, as expected, the reachable probability of the augmented start state $P(s_0, \theta_0)$ increases with increasing threshold $\theta_0$.

Therefore, for problems with a small number of goal states, TVI-DP is better suited. For problems with a large number of goal states, TVI-DFS is better suited. Nonetheless, TVI-DP finds policies for all combinations of start states and initial cost thresholds that are no larger than a maximum threshold $\theta_0$.##
that are no larger than a maximum threshold $\theta_0$. Thus, it is suitable in problems where the initial cost threshold is not known a priori and can be set at execution time. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first algorithm that is able to provide such policies.
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